CHAPTEK XI
CHANNELIZING FOR TRAFFIC
when Mr. T H Macdonald (Chief of the U.S. Bureau of Publi<
Roads) was asked by the Author " What is the most importam
road development in America since World War II? " he repliec
succinctly, " Channehzation " !
This section deals with some of the methods now adopted to ensure
a high degree of safety at road junctions ; the main object is to guide
traffic safely from one road to or across another, and to give spa<ce
for halting, if need be, to allow the main road traffic to pass before
entering or crossing.
One-way Systems.
The movement of traffic is greatly facilitated by the establishment
of the one-way street system. This system has now become so very
widely adopted that a brief mention only is necessary.
Narrow streets, wherever possible, shoufd be converted for one-
way traffic, as this will obviously prevent congestion and will often
allow for limited parking without interference with through traffic.
A one-way road will carry a greater number of vehicles per tour than
the same road used for two-way traffic, because of the delay caused
by standing vehicles. The point of entry should be determined with
a view to maintaining the best continuous or rotary flow to carry the
greatest volume of traffic. Adjacent one-way streets carrying traffic
in opposite directions are a very desirable method of linking up two
busy main roads,
Ample signs for day and night direction should be provided at all
intersections, and especially " Look Left " and " Look Right " signs
as warnings to pedestrians. These should be prominently marked
on the surface of the road or footway.
In some crowded districts, unimportant, short streets have been
completely closed to traffic in the interests of safety for children;
ta such cases adequate warning signs should be provided.
Traffic
, White or yellow lines fcave been widely adopted, and have proved
exceedingly useful on curves, cross-road interactions, T-junctions,
"teridgw and,. approaches, steep hills, level Crossings, and road*
The jtfesence of these lines should divide the opposing;
'	'

